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Abstract—This paper presents Automated Discovery of Failure Domain+ (ADFD+), an upgraded version of ADFD technique with respect to algorithm and graphical presentation of failure domains. The new algorithm used in ADFD+ searches for failure domain around the failure in a given radius as against ADFD which limits the search between lower and upper bounds. This results in consumption of lower number of test cases for detecting failure domain. The output has been improved in ADFD+ to provide labeled graphs for depicting the results in easily understandable user-friendly form. ADFD+ is compared with Randoop to find the comparative performance of the two techniques. The results indicate that ADFD+ is a promising technique for finding failure and failure domain efficiently and effectively. In comparison with Randoop, its efficiency is evident by taking two orders of magnitude less time and its effectiveness is shown by taking 50% or less number of test cases to discover failure domains. ADFD+ has the added advantage of presenting the output in graphical form showing point, block and strip domains visually as against Randoop, which lacks graphical user interface.

Index Terms—Software testing, automated random testing, automated discovery of failure domain (ADFD), dirt spot sweeping random (DSSR) strategy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software testing is most widely used for verification and validation process. Efforts have been continuously made by researchers to make the testing process more and more effective and efficient. Testing is efficient when maximum number of test cases are executed in minimum possible time and it is effective when it finds maximum number of faults in minimum number of test cases. During up-gradation and development of testing techniques, focus is always on increasing the efficiency by introducing partial or complete automation of the testing process and the effectiveness by improving the algorithm.

A number of empirical evidence confirms that failure revealing test cases tend to cluster in contiguous regions across the input domain [1], [2]. According to Chan et al. [3] the clusters are arranged in the form of point, block and strip failure domains. In the point domain the failure revealing inputs stand-alone and are evenly spread through out the input domain. In block domain the failure revealing inputs are contiguously clustered in one area. In strip domain the failure revealing inputs are clustered in one long elongated strip. Fig. 1 shows failure domains of the three types for two-dimensional program.

To target failures and evaluate the failure domains we developed earlier ADFD technique [4]. The ADFD+, an improved version of ADFD, is a fully automatic technique which finds failures and failure domains within a specified radius and presents the results on a graphical chart. The efficiency and effectiveness of ADFD+ technique is evaluated by comparing its performance with that of a mature testing tool Random tester for object oriented programs (Randoop) [5]. The results generated by ADFD+ and Randoop for the error-seeded programs shows better performance of ADFD+ with respect to time and number of test cases to find failure domains. Additionally ADFD+ presents the results graphically showing identified point block and strip domains visually as against Randoop, which lacks graphical user interface.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents an overview of ADFD+ technique. Section III evaluates and compares ADFD+ with Randoop. Section IV reveals results of the experiments. Section V discusses the results. Section VI presents the threats to validity. Section VII presents related work. Finally, Section VIII concludes the study.

II. AUTOMATED DISCOVERY OF FAILURE DOMAIN+

Automated Discovery of Failure Domain+ (ADFD+) is an improved version of Automated Discovery of Failure Domain (ADFD) technique developed earlier by Ahmad and Oriol [4]. The technique automatically finds failures, failure domains and present the results in graphical form. In this technique, the test execution is initiated by random+ and continues till the first failure is found in the SUT. The technique then copies the values leading to the failure and the surrounding values to the dynamic list of interesting values. The resultant list provides relevant test data for the remaining test session and the generated test cases are effectively targeted towards finding new failures around the remaining failures in the given SUT.

The improvements made in ADFD+ over ADFD technique are stated as follows.
• ADFD+ generates a single Java file dynamically at run time to plot the failure domains as compared to one Java
file per failure in ADFD. This saves sufficient time and makes the execution process quicker.

- ADFD+ uses $(x, y)$ vector-series to represent failure domains as opposed to the $(x, y)$ line-series in ADFD. The vector-series allows more flexibility and clarity to represent failure and failure domains.

- ADFD+ takes a single value for the radius within which the strategy searches for a failure domain whereas ADFD takes two values as lower and upper bounds representing x and y-axis respectively. This results in consumption of lower number of test cases for detecting failure domain.

- In ADFD+, the algorithm of dynamically generating Java file at run-time has been made simplified and efficient as compared to ADFD resulting in reduced overhead.

- In ADFD+, the point, block and strip failure domains generated in the output graph present a clear view of pass and fail domains with individually labeled points of failures as against a less clear view of pass and fail domains and lack of individually labeled points in ADFD.

A. Workflow of ADFD+

ADF+ is a fully automatic technique requiring the user to select radius value and feed the program under test followed by clicking the DrawFaultDomain button for test execution. As soon as the button is clicked, YETI comes in to play with ADFD+ strategy to search for failures in the program under test. On finding a failure, the strategy creates a Java file, which contains calls to the program on the failing and surrounding values within the specified radius. The Java file is executed after compilation and the results obtained are analyzed to separate pass and fail values that are accordingly stored in the text files. At the end of test, all the values are plotted on the graph with pass values in blue and fail values in red color as shown in Fig. 3.

B. Implementation of ADFD+

The ADFD+ technique is implemented in YETI which is available in open-source at http://code.google.com/p/yeti-test/. A brief overview of YETI is given with the focus on parts relevant to implementation of ADFD+ strategy.

YETI is a testing tool developed in Java for automatic testing of programs using random strategies. YETI meta-model is language-agnostic which enables it to test programs written in functional, procedural and object-oriented languages. YETI consists of three main parts including core infrastructure for extendibility, strategies section for adjustment of multiple strategies and languages section for supporting multiple languages. Both strategies and languages sections have pluggable architecture for easily incorporating new strategies and languages making YETI a favorable choice for implementing ADFD+ strategy. YETI is also capable of generating test cases to reproduce the failures found during the test session.

The strategies section in YETI contains different strategies...
including random, random+, DSSR and ADFD for selection according to specific needs. ADFD+ strategy is implemented in this section by extending the ADFD strategy.

C. Example to Illustrate Working of ADFD+

Suppose we have the following error-seeded class under test. It is evident from the program code that an ArithmeticException (division by zero) failure is generated when the value of variable x ranges between 5 to 8 and the value of variable y between 2 to 4.

```java
public class Error {
    public static void error (int x, int y){
        int z;
        if (((x>=5)&&(x<=8))&&((y>=2)&&(y<=4))){
            z = 50/0;
        }
    }
}
```

At the beginning of the test, ADFD+ strategy evaluates the given class with the help of YETI and finds the first failure at x = 6 and y = 3. Once a failure is identified ADFD+ uses the surrounding values around it to find a failure domain. The radius of surrounding values is limited to the value set by the user in the DomainRange variable. When the value of DomainRange is set to 5, ADFD+ evaluates a total of 83 values of x and y around the found failure. All evaluated (x, y) values are plotted on a two-dimensional graph with red filled circles indicating fail values and blue filled circles indicating pass values. Fig. 3 shows that the failure domain forms a block pattern and the boundaries of the failure are (5, 2), (5, 3), (5, 4), (6, 2), (6, 4), (7, 2), (7, 4), (8, 2), (8, 3), (8, 4).

III. EVALUATION

For evaluating the efficiency and effectiveness, we compared ADFD+ with Randoop, following the common practice of comparison of the new tool with a mature random testing tool [6]-[8]. Testing of several error-seeded one and two-dimensional numerical programs was carried out as per program code [4]. The programs were divided in to set A and B containing one and two-dimensional programs respectively. Each program was injected with at least one failure domain of point, block or strip nature. The failure causing values are given in Table I. Every program was tested independently for 30 times by both ADFD+ and Randoop. Time taken and number of tests executed to find all failure domains were used as criteria for efficiency and effectiveness respectively. The external parameters were kept constant in each test. Due to the absence of contracts and assertions in the code under test, undeclared exceptions were taken as failures in accordance with the previous studies [4], [9].

A. Research Questions

The following research questions have been addressed in the study for evaluating ADFD+ technique with respect to efficiency, effectiveness and presentation of failure domains:

1) How efficient is ADFD+ as compared to Randoop?
2) How effective is ADFD+ as compared to Randoop?
3) How failure domains are presented by ADFD+ as compared to Randoop?

B. Randoop

Random tester for object-oriented programs (Randoop) is a fully automatic tool, capable of testing Java classes and .Net binaries. It takes as input a set of classes, time limit or number of tests and optionally a set of configuration files to assist testing. Randoop checks for assertion violations, access violations and un-expected program termination in a given class. Its output is a suite of JUnit for Java and NUnit for .Net program. Each unit test in a test suite is a sequence of method calls (hereafter referred as sequence). Randoop builds the sequence incrementally by randomly selecting public methods from the class under test. Arguments for these methods are selected from the pre-defined pool in case of primitive types and as sequence of null values in case of reference type. Randoop uses feedback mechanism to filter out duplicate test cases.

C. Experimental Setup

All experiments were conducted with a 64-bit Mac OS X Mountain lion version 10.8.5 running on 2.7 GHz Intel Core i7 with 16 GB (1600 MHz DDR3) of RAM. YETI runs on top of the Java™ SE Runtime Environment [version 1.6.0 35]. The ADFD+ Jar file is available at https://code.google.com/p/yeti-test/downloads/list/ and Randoop at https://randoop.googlecode.com/files/randoop.1.3.3.zip. The following two commands were used to run the ADFD+ and Randoop respectively. Both tools were executed with default settings, however, Randoop was provided with a seed value as well.

```
$ java -jar adfd_yeti.jar
$ java randoop.main.Main gentests --testclass=OneDimPointFailDomain --testclass=Values --timelimit=100
```

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Efficiency

Fig. 4 shows the comparative efficiency of ADFD+ and Randoop. The x – axis represents one and two-dimensional programs with point, block and strip failure domains while
the $y$-axis represent average time taken by the tools to detect the failure domains. As shown in the Fig. ADFD+ showed extra ordinary efficiency by taking two orders of magnitude less time to discover failure domains as compared to Randoop. This may be partially attributed to the very fast processing of YETI, integrated with ADFD+. YETI is capable of executing 106 test calls per minute on Java code. To counter the contribution of YETI and assess the performance of ADFD+ by itself, the effectiveness of ADFD+ was compared with Randoop in terms of the number of test cases required to identify the failure domains without giving any consideration to the time consumed for completing the test session. The results are presented in the following section.

**B. Effectiveness**

![Graph showing comparative effectiveness of ADFD+ and Randoop](image1)

Fig. 5 shows the comparative effectiveness of ADFD+ and Randoop. The $x$-axis represents one and two-dimensional programs with point, block and strip failure domains while the $y$-axis represents average number of test cases used by the tools to detect the failure domains. The Fig. 5 shows higher effectiveness in case of ADFD+, amounting to 100% or more. The higher effectiveness of ADFD+ may be attributed to its working mechanism in comparison with Randoop for identifying failures. ADFD+ dynamically changes its algorithm to exhaustive testing in a specified radius around the failure as against Randoop, which uses the same random algorithm for searching failures.

**C. Failure Domains**

![Graph showing pass and fail values for ADFD+ in different cases](image2)

The comparative results of the two tools with respect to presentation of the identified failure domains reveal better performance of ADFD+ by providing the benefit of presenting the failure domains in graphical form as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. The user can also enable or disable the option of showing the failing values on the graph. In comparison Randoop lacks the ability of graphical presentation and the option of showing the failure domains separately and provides the results scattered across the textual files.
Randoop was determined in terms of the number of test cases required to identify the failure domains giving no consideration to the time taken for completing the test session. As shown in the results ADFD+ identified all failure domains in 50% or less number of test cases.

The ADFD+ was found quite efficient and effective in case of block and strip domains but not so in case of point domains where the failures lied away from each other as shown in the following code. This limitation of ADFD+ may be due to the search in vain for new failures in the neighborhood of failures found requiring the additional test cases resulting in increased overhead.

```java
public class Error {

    public static void error(int x, int y) {
        int z;

        if (x == 10000) {
            z = 500;
        }

        if (y == -2000) {
            z = 500;
        }
    }
}
```

The number of test cases to be undertaken in search of failures around the previous failure found is set in the range value by the user. The time taken by test session is directly proportional to the range value. Higher range value leads to larger graphical output requiring zoom feature which has been incorporated in ADFD+ for use when the need arise.

VI. THREATS TO VALIDITY

The study faces threats to external and internal validity. The external threats are common to most of the empirical evaluations. It includes the extent to which the programs under test the generation tools and the nature of seeded errors is representative of the true practice. The present findings will serve as foundation for future research studies needed to be undertaken with several types of classes, test generation tools and diversified nature of seeded errors in order to overcome the threats to external validity. The internal threats to validity include error-seeded and limited number of classes used in the study. These may be avoided by taking real and higher number of classes in future studies.

VII. RELATED WORK

The increase in complexity of programs poses new challenges to researchers for finding more efficient and effective ways of software testing with user friendly easy to understand test results. Adaptive Random Testing [10], Proportional random testing [3] and feedback directed random testing [11] are some of the prominent upgraded versions of random testing with better performance. Automated random testing is simple to implement and capable of finding hitherto bugs in complex programs [12], [13]. ADFD+ is a promising technique for finding failures.
and failure domains efficiently and effectively with the added advantage of presenting the output in graphical form showing point, block and strip domains.

Some previous research studies have reported work on Identification, classification and visualization of pass and fail domains in the past [14]-[16]. This includes Xslic [14] is used to differentiate the execution slices of passing and failing part of a test in a visual form. Another tool called Tarantula uses color coding to track the statements of a program during and after the execution of the test suite [15]. Hierarchical Multi Dimension Scaling (HMDS) describes a semi-automated procedure of classifying and plotting the faults [16]. A serious limitation of the above mentioned tools is that they are not fully automated and require human intervention during execution. Moreover these tools need the requirement of existing test cases to work on where as ADFD+ strategy generates test cases, discovers failures, identifies pass and fail domains and visualizes the results in a graphical form operating in fully automated manner.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The newly developed ADFD+ technique is distinct from other random testing techniques because it not only identifies failures but also discovers failure domains and provides the result output in easily understandable graphical form. The paper highlights the improved features of ADFD+ in comparison with ADFD technique previously developed by our team [4]. The paper then analyses and compares the experimental results of ADFD+ and Randoop for the point, block and strip failure domains. The ADFD+ demonstrated extra ordinary efficiency by taking less time to the tune of two orders of magnitude to discover the failure domains and it also surpassed Randoop in terms of effectiveness by identifying the failure domains in 50% or less number of test cases. The better performance of ADFD+ may be attributed mainly to its ability to dynamically change algorithm to exhaustive testing in a specified radius around the first identified failure as against Randoop, which uses the same random algorithm continuously for searching failures.

IX. FUTURE WORK

The ADFD+ strategy is capable of testing numerical programs and needs to be extended for testing of non-numerical and reference data types to enable it to test all types of data. ADFD+ has the capability of graphical presentation of results for one and two-dimensional numerical programs. It is worthwhile to extend the technique to enable it to present the results of multi-dimensional numerical and non-numerical programs in the graphical form.
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